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DIAMOND POLE
REPAIRS MAKE
FOR A DAZZLING
DEBUT
The iconic diamond pylon pairs
standing guard at each avenue entrance
to the Diamond District have seemed
lopsided for far too long. On each side
of the street, instead of twin blazing
torches, stood one sickly lamp hinting
at a brighter past. But not for lack of
trying. The many attempts at repairs had
proved trickier and more challenging than
anyone could have anticipated.
Continued on page 10

Annual Meeting via Video-Conference
Tuesday, January 5th, 2021at 9:30 AM
will be conducted via videoconference
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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friend,
Mick Jagger, that great sage of the 20th Century,
once said, “You can’t always get what you want; But if
you try sometimes, well, you just might find, you get
what you need.”
Few of us got what we wanted in 2020. Not by a
long shot. Anyone reading this knows all too well
where last year fell short in bringing what we wanted.
What do we need in 2021? Health. Stability. Positivity.
Strength.
It may seem like a tall order, but for the time being,
that is all we really need.

My 2021 wish for you and the Diamond District is for us to all get what we need.
May every twist in this tunnel bring us closer to the light at its end. And may this
new year bring many returns to a familiar COVID-free world filled with every opportunity
to get everything we want.
Until then, we need to just keep holding on and looking forward.
Warm regards,

Avi Fertig

DOWNLOAD OUR PRECIOUS
METAL PRICES APP
• Pay-Outs Of Up To 99%*
• Same Day Settlements & Wire Transfers
• One-stop shop for your precious metal needs

*Pay-outs of up to 98.5% when hand testing and up to 99% on melts.

ON-SITE IN THE DIAMOND
DISTRICT. COME WATCH!

One of the only precious metal reﬁners
in NYC with our own branded bars!
45 W 47th Street, New York, NY 10036
Call 212-398-1454 for a quote.

Reputable Metal Refiner Since 1985

www.mgsreﬁning.com
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IN THE NEWS
Farmer Finds Life-Changing 14.98 Carat
Diamond

that incorporate white oak wood sourced from actual
Jack Daniel’s whiskey barrels.
The Manly Bands Jack Daniel’s Whiskey Barrel Collection
inlays the aged wood into atypical metals (titanium,
cobalt chrome, Damascus steel, and black zirconium)
to create simple, streamlined, and extremely masculine
rings. Prices range from $750 to $2,250, which os the

An indigenous farmer in
India said his life is completely
changed after he found a

price of the single gold style in the collection—the
Yellow Honey ring made of 10K gold.
Each Jack Daniel’s style comes in a ring box that

14.98-carat rock worth more

includes a certificate of authenticity for the handcrafted

than 6 million rupees, or

aged barrels used to make the series.

about $80,000, the Times
of India reported.
Lakhan Yadav, 45, dug up the sparkler on land he

“We wanted to capture the unique history of Jack
Daniel’s and celebrate its authentic spirit, and how it has
survived in a dry county and through prohibition,” says

started renting last month for a mere 200 rupees ($2.70)

brand cofounder and co-CEO Michelle Luchese. “Now

in Madhya Pradesh.

that’s commitment—just like marriage!”

Yadav says he found the buried treasure in a handful

She adds, “Jack Daniel’s represents a bold and rugged

of dirt, and nearly mistook the precious gem for a pebble.

brand as American as apple pie. Manly Bands celebrates

“It has changed my life,” he said. Yadav’s is becoming a

those values and helps men celebrate their commitment

familiar story in the region, as a recent pattern of similar

to their spouse with a ring as bold and traditional as

big scores in leading prospectors to believe there is far

Jasper ‘Jack’ Daniel himself.”

treasure hidden in the dirt.

SOURCE: Emili Vesilind for JCK

When asked what he planned to do with his newfound
riches, Yadav said, “I will not go for anything big. I am
not an educated person, and I’ll put the money in a fixed
deposit to ensure my four kids get good education.”
The devoted father explained that he’d already treated

Synthetic Diamond Scientists Channel
Superman to Make Room Temperature
Gems

himself to a motorcycle, along with 2 hectares of land
and two buffaloes. “I bought the motorcycle because my

Is it a bird? A Plane?

nephews insisted,” he told the Times. “I was happy with

No, it’s an international

my bicycle.”

team of scientists defying

SOURCE: EHannah Sparks for NY Post; Times of India

nature to make diamonds

Rugged Wedding Ring Brand Manly
Bands Partners with Jack Daniel’s

in minutes in a laboratory
at room temperature—a
High pressure anvil used
in new synthetic diamond
process

process that normally
requires billions of years,

huge amounts of pressure and super-hot temperatures.
First it was BBQ sauce.
Now it’s wedding bands. Such
appears to be the co-marketing
trajectory of iconic whisky
maker Jack Daniel’s. The next
stop in this clear evolution
Image courtesy of Manly
Bands
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The team, led by The Australian National University
(ANU) and RMIT University, made two types of
diamonds: the kind found on an engagement ring and
another type of diamond called Lonsdaleite, which is
found in nature at the site of meteorite impacts.
One of the lead researchers, ANU Professor Jodie

from stiff drinks to sweet

Bradby, said their breakthrough has more in common

condiments is a partnership

with how Superman was able to create diamonds by

with Utah-based eCommerce brand, Manly Bands, which

crushing coal in his hands than the method favored

recently introduced a collection of men’s wedding bands

by nature.
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“Natural diamonds are usually formed over billions of
years, about 150 kilometers deep in the Earth where there
are high pressures and temperatures above 1,000 degrees
Celsius,” said Professor Bradby from the ANU Research
School of Physics.

Diamond Exchange district.
The settlement allows plans to construct the
120-floor IDE Towers project, which when complete
will be the tallest building in Israel. The project includes
two additional high-rise buildings with 77 and 88-floors,

This new unexpected discovery shows both Lonsdaleite
and regular diamond can also form at normal room
temperatures by just applying high pressures—equivalent
to 640 African elephants on the tip of a ballet shoe.
“The twist in the story is how we apply the pressure.

respectively.
The project was approved by the Ramat Gan Local
Planning and Building Committee in April 2019 but the
dispute between the landowners prevented progress.
The project still requires approval by the Ramat Gan

As well as very high pressures, we allow the carbon to

Diamond Exchange management and the Tel Aviv

also experience something called ‘shear’ - which is like a

District Planning and Building Committee.

twisting or sliding force. We think this allows the carbon

SOURCE: Globes, Israel business news

atoms to move into place and form Lonsdaleite and
regular diamond,” Professor Bradby said.
Lonsdaleite, named after the crystallographer Dame
Kathleen Lonsdale, the first woman elected as a Fellow

Elliot Krischer to Head NY Diamond
Dealers Club

to the Royal Society, has a different crystal structure to
regular diamond. It is predicted to be 58 per cent harder

The Diamond Dealers

and “has the potential to be used for cutting through

Club of New York has

ultra-solid materials on mining sites,” says Professor

elected Elliot Krischer as

Bradby.

its new president, replacing

According to an interview with Rob Bates of

Reuven Kaufman, who served

JCKOnline, however, Professor Jodie Bradby of ANU’s
Research School of Physics sees greater potential for
this method in industrial applications than it being just
another way to create synthetic gems.
“I don’t think our findings will impact the jewelry

Elliot Krischer Image courtesy
of DDC

in the position since 2011.
Krischer (pictured), who is
the CEO of Esskay Gems,

was previously the club’s secretary.
On November 20, the DDC chose its new executive,

or diamond business,” she told Bates via email. “We

which includes Robert Moskovitz as vice president,

are targeting the industrial diamond market with the

Benny Simkhai in the role of treasurer, and Sushil Goyal,

harder-than-diamond material.” To the contrary, says

who fills the position of secretary.

Bradby, “Creating more of this rare but super useful
diamond is the long-term aim of this work.”

SOURCE: Rapaport

SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCK; Australian National
University (ANU)

Plans for Israel’s Tallest Building in the
Ramat Gan Diamond Exchange District
Move Forward

Versatile “Self-Defense” Jewelry Lets
Women “Knock ‘em Dead” or Knock
Them Out.
Brass knuckles are illegal
or restricted throughout most
of the United States. But what

Ending a dispute extending

if they weren’t made of brass,

over 30 years, a mediation

or worn on knuckles? As the

settlement has been achieved
between the management
of the Ramat Gan Diamond

Knockout ring Image courtesy
of Hypebeast.com

diamonddistrict.org

6.25 acre site in the Ramat Gan

rises over a long peaceful
nation, and thoughts of

Exchange and the owners of a
Proposed design for Israel’s
tallest building

specter of increasing crime

Continued on page 13
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Industry Spotlight

De Beers Commits to Achieve “Building
Forever” Sustainability Goals by 2030
Diamond mining giant De Beers outlined
12 sustainability targets it pledges to achieve
by 2030. These include adding safeguards on
its ethical sourcing of its diamonds and a vow
to be carbon-neutral before 2030.
De Beers cites reduced energy intensity;
replacing fossil fuels with green alternatives;
storing carbon in kimberlite rock through
its CarbonVault initiative; reducing its water
footprint by 50%; and, achieving a “net
positive impact” on biodiversity as some of
the means it intends to use to achieve
these goals.
Other pledges include improving the
livelihoods of artisanal miners, achieving
United Nations health targets in all partner
communities, establishing “skills partnerships” in the countries where De Beers operates, and supporting four
jobs for every one job at its operations.
De Beers further plans to achieve gender parity for employees across its workforce, support 10,000
women entrepreneurs, and enroll 10,000 girls in science, technology, engineering and mathematics education.
“People have always been able to give and wear our diamonds with pride,” said De Beers CEO Bruce
Cleaver. “By announcing our 12 Building Forever goals and sharing our progress along the journey, they can
have a deeper connection to the active role their De Beers Jewellers or Forevermark diamond has played in
protecting the natural world and improving people’s lives.”
The initiative is the latest example of a miner setting sustainability goals in an industry blamed for
depletion of natural resources, smuggling and child labor in supply lines.
De Beers, a unit of Anglo American, said it would provide the origin and impact of every diamond it
discovers and sells, while also extending a set of ethical, social and environmental standards beyond its
value chain and across diamond mining as well as other sectors.
De Beers, the world’s biggest diamond producer by the value of its gems, has led industry efforts to
verify the authenticity of diamonds and ensure they are not from conflict zones where gems may be used to
finance violence.
The company has tracked high-value diamonds from miner to retailer using blockchain to clear the supply
chain of imposters and conflict minerals.
SOURCE: Rapaport News; James Oatway for REUTERS
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Market Trends

No Holiday Bump for US Jewelry Sales
Jewelry sales in the US fell more than 4% during
the holiday period, even as e-commerce sales for the
category soared.
Online sales of jewelry rose 45% year on year for
the extended seasonal period, according to data from
Mastercard SpendingPulse, which tracked purchases
from October 11 through Christmas Eve. The jump in
digital spending could not make up for the decreased
foot traffic in stores.
Retail sales for all product categories — excluding
automobiles — rose 3% year on year. Total online buying
jumped 49% versus the same period a year ago, making
up 20% of the total, compared to 13% in 2019.
Meanwhile, total holiday sales for the traditional
November 1 to December 24 season rose 2.4%, with
digital growing 47%.
Continued from page 16

A GIA Education –
Your Place, Your Pace.
Online courses from the Gemological Institute
of America offer a multimedia experience that
brings to life essential knowledge on jewelry,
diamonds, colored stones and pearls. Work
towards your GIA credential from the comfort of
your own home.

Learn more at

GIA.edu/gem-education/distance
©2020 GIA. GIA®, the GIA logo and Gemological Institute of America® are registered trademarks of Gemological Institute of America, Inc.
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In the News

HELP SHAPE THE FUTURE
OF THE 47TH STREET
DIAMOND DISTRICT
Despite all our challenges this past year, the Diamond District is stronger than
ever. The Diamond District Partnership / 47th Street BID has always been your
partner in success by keeping the Diamond District safe, clean, and prosperous.

You have an important stake in the present and future of the
Diamond District. To make sure your voice is heard, please join the

DIAMOND DISTRICT PARTNERSHIP
ANNUAL PUBLIC MEETING

Tuesday, January 5, 2021 at 9:30 A.M.
Due to COVID-19 social distancing precautions, this year’s meeting will take place entirely
online. To request a direct video or phone-in link, please email signup@diamonddistrict.org.
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Diamond District
Partnership News

THE LONG BLACK SCAFFOLDS
(KEEP) COMING DOWN…

We’re not knocking on heaven’s door—we’re seeing it. Finally. It happens every time another long dreary
stretch of overhead sidewalk scaffolding comes down. Such was the case several weeks ago when the blighted
strip of darkness overshadowing the elegant storefront of 37 West 47th Street, finally came down after casting
years of gloom.
The long-awaited event took place without warning one early December morning. A truck pulled up,
workman poured out and feverishly began dismantling what most expected to remain a permanent scar in the
center of the district.
Within a matter of hours, a magnificent, early 20th Century street level façade returned to view. The district
has reason to rejoice, yet again, to see another significant segment of 47th Street land and sky in full view
finally restored.

NEW OWNERS FOR 15 WEST
After an unexpected cancellation of an anticipated
closing this past February, 15 West 47th Street has
finally changed hands. The sale of the 18-story building
known as The Exchange from Ray Yadidi of the Sioni
Group and Isaac and Eli Chetrit to the ELO Organization
took place in early December. The original price for the
building was $115 million. The final sale was for a slightly
reduced $110 million.

diamonddistrict.org
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Diamond District
Partnership News

DIAMOND POLE
REPAIRS MAKE FOR
A DAZZLING DEBUT
The iconic diamond pylon pairs standing guard at
each avenue entrance to the Diamond District have
seemed lopsided for far too long. On each side of the
street, instead of twin blazing torches, stood one sickly
lamp hinting at a brighter past. But not for lack of trying.
The many attempts at repairs had proved trickier and
more challenging than anyone could have anticipated.
On the Fifth Avenue side, fixing the defect was a
matter of excavation as the problem was a severed
power line that lay deep underground. The hole was
barely filled when a new problem arose—an electrical
component shorted out, requiring parts that were all
but unattainable. The challenges on the 6th Avenue side
were more of a mysterious nature. Though more recent,
the problem was clearly related to faulty wires—typically
an easy repair. If only the exact location could be found.
Successive search and repair missions ended in failure.
10
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Diamond District
Partnership News

Until early autumn 2020. It was clear that maximum energy would be needed to lure customers back to
COVID-ravaged midtown. Among other ideas, the Diamond District Partnership undertook a moonshot effort
to restore all four Diamond Poles to their former glory. A specialty electrical contractor was located, hired,
and given broad berth to find a solution with no allowance for failure.
The contractor adopted a radical strategy. Rather than renewed investigations, tentative repairs, and
prayers for success, the contractor went rogue: All internal wiring was removed and replaced; all four
original bulb fixtures were converted from obsolete sodium halide luminaries to LED; and, for good measure,
the inside of each Diamond torch was scrubbed clean.
The reward was dramatic and instantaneous. With a simple flip of a circuit switch, four corners were
simultaneously drenched in bright, white light which radiated outward and upward to widths and heights the
original lamp designers could never have imagined. In place of the sickly greenish hue most people assumed
was intended was a broad glowing halo seen from blocks away. The effect is worthy of the Diamond District’s
crowning glory the poles were erected to represent.
Further enhancements are in store. These will include app-controlled variable lighting schemes and colors
changes made possible by recent technologies which did not exist when the lights were originally designed
and installed over 20 years ago. Like the rest of the Diamond District, the revitalized light poles tell the world
that 47th Street is bigger, better, stronger and brighter than ever before.
Continued on page 13

diamonddistrict.org
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Diamond District
Partnership News

WANTED: VINTAGE PICTURES OF THE
47TH STREET DIAMOND DISTRICT
The Diamond District is an entire industry comprised of multi-generational
family businesses located on a single iconic street for generations. An idea
that has come up several times over the past few years is to compile a
photographic history of the district.
Oddly, there seems to be an odd deficit of such pictures online or elsewhere.
Most are professional images of the diamond poles; impersonal stock images
of the 6th Avenue bustle, and scores of gratuitous, stereotypical shots of
“Ultra-Orthodox Jews doing business on
47th Street” snapped by home-grown
anthropologists and sociology students.
We can do better. Jewelry businesses began gravitating uptown to 47th Street starting in
the 1930s and picking up speed from the late 1940s until today. Any pictures of the street, of
storefronts, notable individuals, or just regular everyday life here in the district are welcome. The
Diamond
District Partnership / 47th Street BID is slowly creating a pictorial archive that may one day be
incorporated into a permanent display.
Please send your pictures to info@diamonddistrict.org or let us know if they need to be
scanned. We will be happy to take care of this and return your pictures in their original condition.

12
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In the News

Continued from page 5
personal self-defense come more easily to mind, women

Indian Jewelers Set Guinness World
Record for Most Diamonds on Ring

are especially fearful. Kate Davis, founder of Knockout
jewelry, wants women to feel at ease.

Indian jewelers have set a

That’s why her Knockout jewelry line is designed to

Guinness World Record for

double as a ready and stealthy tool for self-defense.

“most diamonds in a single ring.”

Subtle and stylish, the jewelry is designed with sharp

The ring, dubbed “The

edges or with blunt, heavy surfaces—perfect to maintain

Marigold,” or The Ring of

confidence when walking alone, or when already in a
Guinness record diamonds ring

dangerous situation.
These attractive rings aren’t necessarily marketed as
weapons, but they sure do pack a punch. Some styles lay
flat on the hand, harmless until the wearer flips to expose
a pointed edge.

Prosperity, consists of a
total of 12,638 diamonds and

weighs about 165 grams (5.8 ounces).
Its creator, Harshit Bansal, worked for nearly two
years on the ring. According to Harshit’s company,
Renani Jewels, the ring has eight layers in its floral design

The hope is for the jewelry to serve as more of a

with each small petal being the most distinct. Bansal

means to create some harmless romantic attraction than

says it took his jewelers three years to conceptualize and

a means to launch a violent defensive reaction. But if

design the record-making ring.

sometimes, as they say, “A girl’s got to do what a girl’s
got to do,” the mission of Knockout is to be prepared and
while looking stylish in the process.

Guinness World Records notes on its website that
the feat was accomplished in November. “It was Renani
Continued on page 15

Diamond District
Partnership News

ON THE AIR: DIAMOND DISTRICT
HOLIDAY RADIO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
Did you hear them? The Diamond District Partnership / 47th Street BID sponsored a three-week radio ad
campaign to encourage people to visit then district for their jewelry shopping needs for the holidays.
The radio ad campaign consisted of nearly 250 commercials—a variety of 15 and 30 second ads, as well
as a series of segment sponsorships. The ads ran on 1010 WINS, WCBS 880, and 660 WFAN.
Here is a sample of one of the radio scripts:
Looking for the perfect jewelry gift this holiday season? Go where your jeweler shops—the 47th Street
Diamond District between Fifth and Sixth Avenues in New York City.
The Diamond District has the world’s largest selection of gold and diamond jewelry at amazing
wholesale prices.
Located between Fifth and Sixth Avenues—a block from the Rockefeller Center Tree, the 47th Street
Diamond District is open 7 days a week—now, and all year long.
Come today. The perfect gift of jewelry is already here—waiting for you.

diamonddistrict.org
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Diamond District
Partnership News

NOW YOU SEE IT, NOW YOU DON’T…

572 and 574 Fifth Ave pre-demolition

572 and 574 Fifth Ave demolition on December 21st

As the ever-rushing sands of time fall, changes come to the Diamond District, frequently unexpected,
and often undetected. Hidden from the 47th Street streetscape, a major change began around the corner
with the demolition of 572 and 574 Fifth Avenue. This marks the last in a series of demolitions that culminate
in the removal of 2 - 10W. One they’re gone, a whole new series of development will begin. As to what that
development will be, only time will tell.

FIRST SNOWFALL
OF 2020—AT LAST
Leave it to 2020 to hold off until December to show
the year’s very first flakes. With mere days to go before
the New Year, just days into the Winter of 2021, the first
snowfall of 2020 makes a showing.
In typical weather media fashion, every breathless
prediction of blizzard conditions proved a bust. Hardly a
finale, but even sprinkling of snow has its charm against
the backdrop of our District’s new holiday lighting.
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Let them know you’re
open for business with
an advertisement in
Diamond District Monthly.
For information and rates:
info@diamonddistrict.org

In the News
Continued from page 13

the industry lacked a common method of describing

Jewel’s and Harshit Bansal’s dream to achieve a Guinness

quality and uniqueness.

World Records title and hope to receive international rec-

The numerical scale considers three factors: quality, rarity

ognition for the diamond ring which they have created,”

and salience — referring to the stone’s ability to “stand

according to the site.

out from the crowd,” Gübelin said last week. Stones will

The previous Guinness record for diamonds set on a
ring was 7,800 diamonds. According to Renani, the company has no plans to sell it.

receive a score out of 100, with only those achieving 75
receiving a formal rating.
“So far, there was no common language to uniformly
assess colored gemstones,” the laboratory said. “Now

Like Fine Wine, Colored Gemstones
Adopt a Numeric Ratings System

the Gübelin Gemstone Rating offers orientation, more
transparent information, and comparability for final
customers as well as the entire industry.”
Quality is the key factor, a measure of color, clarity,

Switzerland’s Gübelin

or transparency, and cut. Rarity includes the type of

Gem Lab has launched a

gemstone, its weight, and any treatments. Salience

scoring system for colored

describes the stone’s uniqueness.

gemstones based on a wine

Image courtesy of Gübelin
Gem Lab

diamonddistrict.org

Gübelin will rate stones as “exceptional” if they receive

rating system created by

97.5 to 100 points. The “outstanding” label is for 95 to

famed wine connoisseur

97.4 points, while “excellent” refers to goods achieving

Robert Parker, claiming that
Continued on page 16
15

In the News

Continued from page 15

the ring may be worth up to $350,000; speculation

92.5 to 94.9 points. “Superior” covers 90 to 92.4 points,
“fine” refers to 85 to 89.9 points, “good” encompasses
80 to 84.9 points, and “fair” is for those scoring between

about its value began immediately after Grande posted
pictures of her new ring on Instagram in mid-December.
Engagement ring concierge Michelle Demaree,
a correspondent for the esteemed entertainment

75 and 79.9.

industry journal, Hollywood Life, described the ring

The lab developed the system for natural stones

as “a striking 5 carat colorless oval with a stunning

including rubies, sapphires, emeralds, padparadscha
sapphires, paraiba tourmalines, and spinels. Ratings are
currently available from Gübelin’s Lucerne laboratory.

elongated 1:45 ratio and top VS clarity, practically
flawless like her.” The last item is understood to be
Ms. Demaree’s personal observation, as this is not a

SOURCE: Rapaport News

term frequently used in the appraisal of jewelry.
As for the ring’s actual value, Ms. Demaree,

Ariana Grande’s Engagement Ring Could
Be Worth $350 Grand, Says Hollywood

despite her presumed expertise as founder of
Los Angeles-based Miss Diamond Ring, chose to
punt by offering a chasmic appraisal range of between
“$250,000 to $350,000.”

Singer Ariana Grande

SOURCE: INSTORE

is sporting a grand new
engagement ring from fiance,
real estate agent Dalton
Gomez. Professional
Hollywood gossips estimate

Market Trends

Continued from page 7

“American consumers turned the holiday season
on its head, redefining ‘home for the holidays’ in a uniquely 2020 way,” said Steve Sadove, senior adviser for
Mastercard. “They shopped from home for the home, leading to record e-commerce growth. And, consumers
shopped earlier than ever before. [The increase was] a testament to the holiday season and strength of retailers
and consumers alike.”
Home furnishings saw the sharpest year-on-year rise during the extended spending period, up 16% overall
and 31% online, while purchases of home-improvement items gained 14% in total and soared 80% online. Luxury
goods other than jewelry decreased 21% overall, and apparel witnessed the steepest drop, down 19%. Sales at
department stores slipped 10%.
The figure missed the National Retail Federation’s (NRF) forecast of a 3.6% to 5.2% increase for the
November-to-December period. Holiday sales have increased by an average of 3.5% for the past five years.
The five-day Thanksgiving weekend, which included Black Friday and Cyber Monday, also disappointed,
dropping 14% compared with last year, the NRF noted.
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SPECIAL NOTICE CONCERNING CRIME
IN THE DIAMOND DISTRICT
Possible Diamond District Thieves
Observed by BID Security Personnel

Suspects 14 December 2020-1

Pedestrian traffic in the Diamond District typically shrinks to nil
during the overnight hours. It’s a dramatic change from the crowded
sidewalks during daylight. The shift in density usually begins soon after
nightfall, not long after most of the jewelry is removed from window
displays to secure vaults.
With little to see, those who do pass through keep walking, which
is why the presence of two men loitering in front of several 47th Street
stores after 7:00 PM caught the attention of several Diamond District
Partnership-contracted security personnel.
Security personnel photographed the men and made them aware
that their movements were being observed. While no confrontation
occurred, the men soon reconsidered whatever ill-intent they may have
had planned and vacated the district.

Suspects 14 December 2020-2

WARNING: DOUBLE CHECK TO MAKE
SURE JEWELRY IN DISPLAY WINDOWS ARE
FULLY REMOVED BEFORE CLOSING
Three diamond encrusted bracelets spent a rare overnight in full view
after they were apparently overlooked during the evening closing-time
jewelry removal ritual. Fortunately, a member of the Diamond District
Partnership-contracted security personnel team noticed the oversight and
took measures to inform BID employees and intensify overnight surveillance
at that location.
Fortunately, daylight came without incident. Storeowners are
encouraged to please be especially vigilant to prevent such repeat
occurrences. An important safety protocol that helps keep 47th Street
safe at night is associated with the general expectation that anything of
Bracelets Left in the Window at 44 West 47th
Street 22 December 2020
value is locked away and the effort of an overnight robbery is unlikely to
yield much. Please do your part to keep the Diamond District safe for everyone.

diamonddistrict.org
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Crime Report

Belgian Man Arrested for
Stealing $2.6M in Diamonds
from Manhattan Dealer
A Belgian man
is in hot water for
his involvement in
a scheme to steal
$2.6 million in
diamonds from a
Manhattan wholesaler, according to
Diamond thief Nehal Modi Image courtesy of
Hindustan Times

federal prosecutors.
Nehal Modi, 41 of

Antwerp faces a first-degree grand larceny charge for
the theft that took place between March and August 2015.
According to Manhattan District Attorney Cy Vance Jr.,
Modi allegedly posed as a middleman with ties to

When asked about repayment, Modi allegedly claimed
that he had run into payment problems due to a purported
“Costco fulfillment error.”
Even so, prosecutors said, Modi — who already owed
LLD nearly $1 million — went back to the wholesaler in
August 2015, claiming to them that Costco wanted to buy
more diamonds. However, LLD agreed to let Modi take
the additional diamonds on consignment and required
authorization for the purported Costco sale and a partial
payment up front from Modi.
But after picking up the diamonds from LLD,
prosecutors said, Modi allegedly ignored their
requirements and pawned off some of them at Modell
Collateral Loans to get two separate loans, then sold the
rest at various detailers for steep discounts.
Eventually, authorities said, LLD discovered the fraud

mega-club retailer Costco to obtain the jewels from

and demanded that Modi immediately repay the balance

LLD Diamonds USA, a dealer located at 586 5th Ave.,

or return the diamonds. They then contacted the Manhattan

one block from the 47th Street Diamond District.

DA’s office, which investigated with the help of the NYPD

Instead of selling them to Costco, law enforcement
sources said, Modi allegedly pawned off the diamonds
he obtained for his own illicit profit.
“As alleged, Mr. Modi conned a Manhattan diamond
wholesaler into fronting him millions worth of diamonds
for a purported deal with Costco that never existed,”
said Vance. “While diamonds may be forever, this flawed
scheme was not, and now Mr. Modi will face the clarity of
a New York Supreme Court indictment.”
Modi comes from “a well-known family in the diamond
industry” who formerly worked for Noble Titan Holdings
LLC. He first connected with LLD Diamonds USA in March
2015, and asked the wholesaler to provide him several diamonds, worth nearly $800,000, to potentially sell
to Costco.
LLD provided the diamonds to Modi, and later he
informed them that a deal with Costco was in place. The
wholesaler allowed Modi to buy the diamonds on credit,
with the belief that Modi would repay the debt in 90 days.
But detectives learned that Modi allegedly instead
pawned off the diamonds at Modell Collateral Loans on
West 47th Street for a short-term loan. Modi allegedly
went back to LLD three additional times in March and April
2015 and acquired more than $1 million in diamonds for
sales to Costco that were never made. Though he made
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business expenses.

Major Case Squad.
Modi faces up to 25 years behind bars if convicted.
SOURCE: AMNY; New York Post; JCKOnline; Hindustan
Times

Hong Kong Cracks Case
on Massive Smuggling Ring
Hong Kong customs officials seized 162 diamonds at a
Chinese border crossing this past December. The stones
were being smuggled in a driver’s trouser pocket.
The smuggled goods are valued in the range $826,000,
making it the largest diamond-smuggling case Hong
Kong’s Customs and Excise Department has detected in
the past three years.
According to a statement, officers intercepted a truck at
Heung Yuen Wai Control Point, a crossing between Hong
Kong and Shenzhen, and arrested its 33-year-old male
driver. Authorities later arrested another 33-year-old man
in connection with the ongoing investigation.
“Customs will continue to take stringent enforcement
action against cross-boundary smuggling activities
through risk assessment and intelligence analysis,” the
department continued. “Smuggling is a serious offence.”
The penalty for smuggling in Hong Kong is a fine of up

some payments to LLD, law enforcement agents learned,

to $258,000- and seven-years’ imprisonment.

he spent most of the proceeds on himself and various

SOURCE: Rapaport News
Vol. 126 | January 2021

Crime Report

JSA Offers Reward for
L.A. Jeweler’s Killer

Customs Seizes $21M in
Jewelry at Michigan Border

The Jewelers’ Security

Image courtesy of LAPD

U.S. Customs

Alliance (JSA) is offering a

and Border

reward of up to $2,500 for

Protection (CBP)

information leading to the

in Detroit seized

arrest of the man who

$20.7 million worth

stabbed and killed Eshagh

of undeclared jewelry

Natanzadeh, 62, a Los

at the U.S.-Canada

Angeles jeweler.

border in mid-

According to Los Angeles
police, on Nov. 3, sometime

Some of the jewels seized in Detroit Image
courtesy of CBP

December.
According to a

around 9 a.m., the suspect entered Natanzadeh’s store,

release from the CBP, the jewelry was bound for an

stabbed the jewelry store owner several times, then exited

undisclosed New York auction house, where it was to

the store carrying a white grocery bag. Paramedics were

be appraised and sold on behalf of its owner, a Canadian

called and Natanzadeh was declared dead on the scene

citizen. The merchandise was undeclared and unmanifested—

Little is known about the crime, says JSA president
John Kennedy, though it’s believed to be a robbery.
The suspect is described as a 30- to 40-year-old male

meaning there were no documents detailing the type and
number of packages, or their content and value.
An investigation found that a courier service had

Hispanic, around 5 feet 6 inches to 5 feet 8 inches tall

been hired to transport the package to a Detroit-based

and weighing approximately 160 to 180 pounds.

contact, who would then make the final delivery to New

The death of Natanzadeh, who was an Iranian Jew,
has shaken L.A.’s Iranian Jewish community, according
to The Forward. “My family and I truly appreciate all of
your calls and messages with kind words,” his son Omid

York. The driver of the vehicle transporting the jewelry
claimed to have no knowledge of the package’s contents
and was returned to Canada.
Customs officers are authorized to search all travelers,

wrote on Facebook, according to the publication. “I’ve

baggage and packages entering the United States, as some

been hearing nothing but ‘your dad was the nicest man

objects are subject to duty or importation requirement

I knew, your dad was such a kind soul, your dad was so

while others might be prohibited.

giving, your dad was like my own brother’—and while all
of these are so heartwarming to hear, nothing will ever be
the same.”
Natanzadeh is the third member of the industry

When asked what prompted authorities to search
the vehicle that ultimately was found to be transporting
the jewelry, a spokesperson for the CBP declined to
offer specifics, rather stating that such inspections,

killed so far this year, according to JSA stats. In March,

including secondary searches, are performed on a

a Stamford, Conn., jeweler was killed, and this summer,

case-by-case basis.

a retired police captain and municipal chief who was
guarding a friend’s pawn shop was killed during civil
unrest in St. Louis.
That marks an unfortunate change from last year when

The CBP website advises exporters to ensure they
have created invoices containing all the information
that would be shown on a packing list and detailed
descriptions of each item in the package, and that each

no industry member was killed during a crime. Anyone

package is marked and numbered so it can be matched

with further info is urged to call the JSA Reward Hotline,

with corresponding information on the invoice.

at 800-537-0067, or Los Angeles’ Central Bureau Homicide

SOURCE: Brecken Branstrator for National Jeweler

Detectives, at 213-996-4149. Anonymous tips can be
provided to L.A. Regional Crime Stoppers, at 800-222-TIPS
or lacrimestoppers.org.
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCKonline

diamonddistrict.org
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STOP THE SPREAD OF CORONAVIRUS:

MAINTAIN SIX FEET
OF DISTANCE
All New Yorkers must wear a face covering when
outside their home if unable to maintain at least
6 feet of distance between themselves and others.
New York State Executive Order No. 202.17.

6 FEET DISTANCE

Text COVID to 692-692 for real-time updates
or visit nyc.gov/coronavirus.
Call 311 to report harassment, discrimination, or a violation.
*Messages and data rates may apply. Check your wireless provider plan for details.

